Speed of connection
The maximum possible headline speed you can get with dual band dual
channel is 300Mbs (single channel is 150Mbs). Your actual wireless speed
will depend on the distance between your dongle and your Hub and your
set-up. It’s likely to be a third or less than the headline speed shown in
Status. Remember that wireless speed is the speed of your connection over
wireless from your Hub to the laptop and not your broadband speed, which
could be higher. To get the best broadband speed, go to bt.com/speed.
Compatibility
Windows® Vista®, 7 and 8. This product is not compatible with Apple® Mac® or earlier
versions of Windows®.
How to recycle your equipment
Your Hub is classed as electrical or electronic equipment, so DO NOT put it in your normal
rubbish bin.It’s all part of the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive
to recycle products in the best way – to be kinder to the planet, get rid of dangerous things
more safely and bury less rubbish in the ground.
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If you’ve bought something from us that comes under the WEEE Directive (it’ll
have the WEEED symbol on it, see right) and it’s similar to the kit you don’t need
any more, you can send us your old kit and we’ll get rid of it in an environmentally
friendly way. Here’s the address:
WEEE Take Back Scheme, BT Returns, BT DF, Darlington Road, Northallerton, DL6 7ZY
You’ll need to pay the postage. Or, if you don’t want to send it to us, ask your local council
how to recycle it.
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Hello. Thanks for choosing BT.
Here’s how to get going in three steps.
1

Make sure you’re online and able to surf the web, then plug your
dongle into a USB port. Give it a couple of minutes to set itself up.

3

Choose your Hub from the list
(eg. ‘BTHub4-WWWW’) and
click Connect. You’ll then need
to enter the wireless details
from your Hub’s settings card.

WPS automatic connect
If you want to use WPS, you’ll need to download the right Windows
driver from bt.com/help/dongle.

If your dongle doesn’t set itself up automatically, go to
bt.com/help/dongle to download and install Windows
version-specific full drivers, support and help.
Using a company laptop? You might need administrator rights.

2

Open available wireless connections
and find the dongle connection.
It’ll be called something like WiFi2
or Wireless Network Connection 2.

Click the wireless network icon

Dongle performance
Your dongle uses two channels
to give the best possible
performance. To check its
speed in Windows, rightclick its connection and click
Status. If your laptop is close
to your Hub, this will typically
be 130–270Mbs (a single
channel connection can support
a maximum 130Mbs). It’ll be
slower if you’re farther away.
The figure shown here is the
headline rate and the actual rate
is typically a third of this or less
depending on the environment.

For frequently asked questions or if you need some help, go to
bt.com/help/dongle.

